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QUESTION PAPER SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS 

(Please read each of the following instructions carefully before attempting questions) 

There are EIGHT questions divided in two Sections and printed both in HINDI and 

in ENGLISH. 

Candidate has to attempt FIVE questions in all. 

Question Nos. 1 and 5 are compulsory and out of the remaining, THREE are to be attempted 

choosing at least ONE question from each Section. 

The number of marks carried by a question/part is indicated against it. 

Answers must be written in the medium authorized in the Admission Certificate which 

must be stated clearly on the cover of this Question-cum-Answer (QCA) Booklet in the 

space provided. No marks will be given for answers written in a medium other than the 

authorized one. 
Assume suitable data, if considered necessary, and indicate the same clearly. 

Unless and otherwise indicated, symbols and notations carry their usual standard meanings. 

Attempts of questions shall be counted in sequential order. Unless struck off, attempt of a 

question shall be counted even if attempted partly. Any page or portion of the page left blank 

in the Question-cum-Answer Booklet must be clearly struck off. 
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3 x108 m/s 
aTrHT Aais (k) 

1-38 x10-3 J/K 

6.627x10-3* J s 

8-854 x10-12 F/m 

341611 YRIAa (4%) 4T x10- H/m 

1.6x10-19 c 

9.1x10-3 kg 

8.3 J/gm mole/K 

rdf JsTEan fAuas () 6-66 x10-ll Nm2/kg2 

Physical Constants 

Velocity of light ( 3x108 m/s 
Boltzmann constant (k) - 1-38x10-23 J/K 

Planck constant (h 6.627 x10-3 J s 

Permittivity of free space (eo) 8-854 x 101 F/mn 

Permeability of free space (u4o) 4Tx10 H/m 
Charge of electron (e) 1.6x10-19 c 
Mass of electron (me) 9.1x10S kg 
Universal gas constant () 8.3 J/gm mole/K 

Universal gravitational constant (G) 6.66x10-ll Nm2/kg2 
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U-A/ SECTION-A 

An electron is moving under the influence of a point nucleus of atomic 

number 2. Show that the orbit of the electron is an ellipse. 10 

(b) 
Show that the mean kinetic and potential energies of non-dissipative simple 

harmonic vibrating systems are equal. 
10 

(c) 

7 380 ms) 

An observer on a railway platform observed that as a train passed through the 
(Kekt 

station at 108 km/hr, the frequency of the whistle appeared to drop by 350 Hz. 

10 Find the frequency of the whistle. (Velocity of sound in air (380 ms)) 

Show that for very small velocity, the equation for kinetic energy, K = Amc 

10 
becomes(K =mo v,where notations have their usual meanings. 

(e) 
-T TT e ? fea T41 , Ho = 1:5443 siR H = 1:5533. 

A phase retardation plate of quartz has thickness 01436 mm. For what, 

wavelength in the(visible region will it act as quartef-wave plate? Given that 

o 15443 and H = 1-5533. 10 

2. (a) à fea ia s s' i, f6i 34ufts 4fg o I S' a yHHA 0 =3a, rad sl à 

fRr aa sFTY TI fRtA HfèN F = 7ax +4a, m ZHTA Y 

ii) 

(üi) 
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Consider two fpames of reference S and S' having a common origin O. The neS is rotating with respect to the fixed frame S with a uniform satads. A projectile of unit mass at position vector = 7a, +4ay m is 
oving with v = 14a, m sl,. Calculate în the rotating frame S' the following fofces on the projectile : 

(Euler's force 
() Coriolis force 

(ii) Centrifugal forcee 

15 
(b) 

A particle P of mass m collides with another particle Q of mass m� at rest. The 
particles P and Q travel at angles ê 'and , respectively, with respect to the 
initial direction of P. Derive the expression for the maximum value of 6. 15 

20 pobtain the/system matrix fgr a thick lensand derive the thin lens formula. 
Ome step-

20 

. (a) zs FHrÍ FA9vsta frafrs, foraI 3TUR YTE a str fauf aar , a a  

A homogeneous right triangular pyramid wih the base side a and height is 3a 
shown below. Obtain the moment of ineftia tensor of the pyramid 

2 

3a 2 na U m 

a 

x 

20 e sO-



Td 8i 4 str 15à HH zer T 7: 0-314 cm str 0-574 cm I 24� st 36 *e 

Newton's rings are observed between a spherical surface of radius of curvature 
100 cm and a plane glass plate. The diameters of 4th ánd 15th bright rings are 

O314 cm and 0-574 cm, respectively. Calculate the diameters of 24th and 36th 

bright rings and also the wavelength of light úsed. 15 

He-Ne À He a í yfe1 ? He-Ner zi n Ra TM À 3R 

(c) 

(1 In He-Ne laser, what is the functión of He gas? Explain the answer with the 

help of energy level diagram for He-Ne laser. 
15 

Consider the diagram below with a water flow rate Q. Derive the expression for 

Q in terms of the difference in the manometer heights h and the cross-section 

areas A and A2 
iPa 

A1 A 

) 

4 
1:-

4 4 

2572 49T2 

3 Discuss the phenomenon of Fraunhofer diffraction at a single slit and show 

that the intensities of successivé maximá are nearly in the ratio 

4 

1O2 
4 

1: o 
4 

Dane 

257 49n2 

Two spaceships approach each other, both moving with same_speed as 

measured by a stationary observer on the Farth. Their relative speed is(0-7c 
Determine the velocity of each spaceship as measured by the stationary 

observer on the Earth. 15 

sin x 

C 

V A2 
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TV3-B / SECT1ON-B 

5. (a) 

GATUTTNTR 28 gm/mole ) 
SSme that the Earth's atmosphere is pure nitrogen in thermodynamic 
Drum at a temperature of 300 K. Calculate the height above sea level at 
which the density of the atmosphere is one-half its sea level value. (Molecular 

weight of N2 is 28 gm/mole) 10 

(b) 

T 
A body of constant heat capacity C and a temperature T is put into contact with a reservoir at temperature Tr. Equilibrium between the body and the 
reservoir is established at constant pressure. Determine the total entropy change and prove that it is positive for either sign of [(T -Til/T,, Consider 

10 T 

(c) 

Consider two point particles of charge q each, separated by a distance d, and travelling at non-relativistic velocity ú. If the line joining the two charges is perpendicular to v, then write an expression for the magnetic force between the two particles, and ilustrate the direction of the force on each particle. 10 

A cell of internal resistance 1 ohm, 1:5 volt e.m.f. and another cell of internal resistance 2 ohm, 2 volt e.m.f. are connected in parallel across the ends of an external resistance of 5 ohm. Find the current in each branch of the circuit. 10 
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Consider the R-L-C circuit shown here. Calculate the Q-factor of the circuit. 

Does the circuit have a resonant frequency? Justify your answer 

1 mH 
4 V 

:2 mF 

4 2 10 

6.a)rAIHHm 37T HTEZH fA4a uRaI sR YIaT (p = j= 0)F1 far 

Write down Maxwell's equations in a non-conducting medium with constant 

permeability and susceptibility (p = j= 0). Show that E and B each satisfies the 

wave equation, and find anexpression for the wave vetocity. Write dewn the 

plane wave solutions fof E and B, and show how(E and B are related. 15 

(b) 

One mole of gas obeys van der Waals equation of state. If its molar 

internal energy is given by u = CT-a/V jin which V is the molar volume, 

a is one of the constants-in the equation of state and c is a constant), 

calculate the molar heat capacities C and Cp. 

yT 

10 

5 

compressor designed to compress air is used ínstead to compress 

helium. It is found that the compressor overheats. Explain this effect, 

assuming that the compression is approximately adiabatic and the 

10 
starting pressure is same for |both the gases. YseA 

KT 
7 P1 P.T.O. 
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pT,V) = alT" 
+bT° +cV 

C(T V) = drh +eray +fTk 

A gas of interacting atoms has an equation of state and heat capacity at 

constant volume given by the expressions 

PT, V) = aTh + brs +cv2 

CT,V) = drh +er2y +fTh 

Where a through f are constants which are independent of T and V. Find the 

ditterential of the internal energy dU(T, V) in terms of dT and dV. 15 

5 TfPrer I aR 70 cm T HT 246-94 Hz 371-1 3TTM R 10T 

A metal guitar string with a length óf 70 cm vibrates at its fundamental 
frequency of 24694 Hz in a uniform magnetic field of 10 T oriented 
perpendicular to the plane of vibratjón of the string. Assume a sinusoidal form 
for the amplitude of the vibrationál mode, and a maximum displacement of 
3 mm at the centre of the string, What is the maximum e.m.f. generated across 
the length of the guitar string, ánd at what point in time in the string's motion 
does that occur? What would be the e.m.f. if the same guitar string vibrates at 
its second harmonic frequency? Briefly explain. 20 

200 K 3 2 atm z z sR Ti TRS YE TIZT AT 300 K ir 1 atm zA i I fRA 

A thermally inslated cylinder, closed at both ends, is fitted with a frictionless heat-conducting piston which divides the cylinder in two parts. Initially, the 
piston is clamped in the centre, with one litre of air at 200 K and 2 atm 
pressure on/one side and one litre of air at 300K and 1 atm pressure on the other side/ The piston is released and the system reaches equilibrium in pressureand temperature, with the piston at a new position. Compute the final pressure and temperature. 

15 
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R 2A z =0 * fa8, rH K = 9.0a, A m-l 1, z <0, Hr = 4 3Tt A 2, 

(c) 

Z>0, =3 a 3iTye ($za) i frn/ pm 8, H, = 14-5a, + 8.0a, Am 

A current sheet having K =9.0a, Am is located at z = 0. The interface is between the region 1,2<0, Hr, = 4 and region 2, z>0, w,, 3. Given that H2 = 14-5a, +8-0a Am, Find/ H and B. 15 

8. (a) TsT AH E, =18-5, w = 800 3t o =1Sm i 10° Hz ATg 
f a, B, n 3tt /u 1AfqI H(z t) a fI fAT 

E (z t)=50 e cos (ot-Bal)a, V/m. 
In a partially conducting medidm, e, =18.5, H, = 800 and o =1 Sm", Find a, 
B, and the velocity uy for a frequency of 10 Hz. Determine H(z t). Given, 

E ( t)= 50ecos (ot-Baja, Vm 
20 

do you undérstand by negative temperature? Write and explain various 
restrictions on a system for the concept of negative temperature to be 
meaningful. 

Wha 

15 

Starting from the Laplace's equation in a cylindrical polar coordinate system 
and using fhe method of separation of variables, obtain the differential 
equations for the solutions of r, ) and z components of the potential. 15 

0 

2-l2 2 

2 2, tS 

S 

(212 
SS23-546 1012 
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